
Medical Scientist Opposes Vaccine Passports 
 
 
Dear Montgomery County Executive Elrich and Councilmembers Albornaz, Navarro, 
Glass, Hucker, Katz, Jawando, Navarro, Rice, and Riemer: 
 
My name is Dr. “Melody” Myung Lee, and I have been a proud resident and taxpayer of 
Montgomery County for more than 30 years as well as small business owner in the 
county of over 12 years.  I want to share my unique perspective with you as a Medical 
Science researcher with specializations in multiple facets that directly pertain to Covid-
19. 
 
In terms of my background, I am a graduate of Seoul National University, South Korea’s 
most prestigious academic institution, from which I earned my Medical Doctorate 
degree (M.D.).  Following was my Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Immunology at the 
renown Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York.  Subsequently, I earned 
my Ph.D. in Molecular Biology at Cornell University Graduate School of Medical 
Sciences and continued my research career at N.I.H. in the advancement in Retroviral 
DNA Integration (Molecular Virology). 
 
Through my nearly 3 decades in the Medical Sciences, I have specifically worked 
extensively with PCR’s, antibody tests, and viruses.  I also have first-hand experience 
with Covid-19, treating myself and my son a month and half before the illness became 
more widely known in its name to the public including us.  In short, as a Medical Doctor, 
Immunologist/Microbiologist, Molecular Virologist, and with direct experience, I consider 
myself highly qualified to discuss about the current situation. 
 
For the past 2 years, I have been highly disturbed by what has been going on with 
Covid-19, from the scientifically unjustified Lockdowns and other draconian measures 
which have caused far more harm than benefit to people all around the world.  Here, I 
am writing to you NOT to implement Vaccine Passports.  Below are my rationales to 
oppose Vaccine Passports. 
 
1) It has been widely publicized that the Spike Protein Encoding Nucleic Acid (SPENA) 
Injections NEITHER protect the SPENA Injected from getting Infected NOR prevent 
them from Transmitting to others.  Instead, the SPENA Injections makes the SPENA 
Injected MORE susceptible to Re-Infection (aka “Breakthrough Cases”). 
 
2) According to the U.K. Health Security Agency data, boosters “would provide a very 
short lived temporary boost to the immune systems of the Injected population before 
decimating their immune systems much more rapidly.”  Last week, the WHO and 
European Medicines Agency warned against repeated injection of boosters because of 
damage to Immune System. 
 
3) The SPENA Injected—the vast majority of whom are healthy to begin with—have 
suffered from the following (in no way all-inclusive) documented serious adverse events: 



Blood Clots throughout the body (stroke, paralysis, pulmonary embolism) and 
Thrombocytopenia (low platelets leading to excessive bleeding), Myocarditis (potentially 
leading to Cardiac Arrest) disproportionately affecting young males, aberrant 
Menstruation and Miscarriages, perpetual Tinnitus (leading to suicide), Anaphylactic 
Shock, and Autoimmune Disorders (thyroiditis, Guillain-Barré Syndrome).  The SPENA 
Injection did NOT go through proper safety testing.  The aforementioned adverse events 
are only the tip of the iceberg.  With time, we will see more, even worse forms of side 
effects. 
 
4) For the vast majority of the population, SARS-2 manifests symptoms in a range from 
asymptomatic, common cold, to mild flu.  In rare cases, there are some individuals who 
experience severe cases in which it is manifest as an over-reaction of the individual’s 
immune system.  You do NOT inject the entire population, for the sake of a small 
minority’s excessive immune reactions, with SPENA in the name of vaccine.  You 
TREAT the affected, and there are highly-published and highly-effective methods of 
Early Treatment. 
 
5) Natural Immunity is superior in every way to the SPENA-induced one, and the 
majority of Americans have already acquired Natural Immunity via symptomatic or 
asymptomatic transmission.  This Natural Immunity will be weakened by the SPENA 
Injection.  Furthermore, people with Natural Immunity will face far more dangerous 
adverse events. 
 
6) The point of Vaccination is to protect the injected.  I have no problem with essential 
vaccination during childhood as I did for myself and my child.  However, as an expert in 
Immunology, Microbiology, and Molecular Virology, I STRONGLY RECOMMEND 
AGAINST getting Injected with the SPENA for my loved ones.  
 
I sincerely urge you to open your eyes to the reality of true science, and take action 
accordingly by Opposing the Vaccine Passports.  Thank you. 
 
Truly, 
Dr. “Melody” Myung Lee, M.D., Ph.D. 


